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Intel has announced a new version of vPro for 4th generation Core, including 
limited support for next generation Atom devices. Complimenting the enhanced 
power and performance of 4th generation Core chips, we expect this version of 
vPro to be a ground-breaking redirection for the product and brand. Below we offer 
our assessment of why this is so. 
 
Our research indicates that approximately two thirds of enterprise mobile solutions 
are being driven by the line of business (LOB) users, and not by IT. That means IT 
can no longer expect to fully dictate the device preference, application choice, user 
policies, and/or security considerations. Clearly IT has an important role to play, 
but many of the traditional management functions are moving towards end user 
self-direction. It is therefore imperative that management and security products 
take this trend into account and shift their focus to a more end-user inclusive 
philosophy. 
 
Traditional tools used by IT to manage users’ devices need to morph into 
supporting tools that increase convenience and productivity for end users. Intel is 
responding to this trend by extending vPro to directly enable end user convenience 
and productivity. This is an important move as it is becoming increasingly clear that 
many enterprise IT shops have been unable to fully manage and apply sufficient 
resources for the increasingly complex compute environment. Further, as Intel 
chips move into more devices types, e.g., Core devices in Two-In-Ones, enterprise 
tablets using Atom chips, it’s clear that a line of IT only tools applied to only a 
limited number of Intel higher end chips is not an optimum long term position. 
 
Intel’s challenge is to change the conversation about vPro from an IT-centric tool 
set, to one that users see as an invaluable tool and that drives them to push their 
companies to buy vPro enabled devices. Intel needs to establish a “user demand” 
scenario that gives it market advantage. With all of the assets it has, including 
McAfee for enhanced security, support for Windows and Android, 4th generation 
Core for higher end Ultrabooks, 2-in1s, All-In-Ones and small form factor desktops, 
and business-class Atom for enterprise tablets, Intel can change the impression 
that vPro is for IT only. Intel can make the vPro brand stand for enhanced 
productivity and convenience in the end user’s mind. 
 
Intel has chosen key capabilities for this version of vPro that will appeal to end 
users’ productivity needs, including: 
� Intel Pro Wireless Display for Business - wirelessly connect to existing 

displays/projectors including managing corporate meeting room assets 
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� Intel Location Based Services - Location based tagging built into WiFi for 
location aware security, management and profiling, including partnering 
with key players (e.g., Cisco, Aruba, Aeroscout) to cover 95% of corporate 
access points 

� Automated encryption with HW assist on Intel Pro 1500 series SSDs, 
including remote password reset and fast crypto-erase 

� Password Free VPN - including partnering with key providers (e.g., Cisco) 
and providing dual factor authentication 

Clearly, over time, more functionality and productivity enhancements will be added 
to the product that will expand its appeal to the end user community. 
 
Bottom Line: We expect Intel’s shift to an end user focus to enable vPro to 
advance beyond its past as an IT-oriented toolset. Further, we expect Intel to 
create end user understanding of the capabilities it provides, continue to enhance 
vPro with additional productivity tools, emphasize building a third party ecosystem, 
and offers additional platform support. As a result, vPro will become an end user 
demanded product, propelling it from a “nice to have” product for IT into a “must 
have” product for end users. This will make the vPro label much more meaningful 
when users look at buying new devices as “Vpro Inside” becomes a brand focus 
point for Intel moving forward. Enterprises should evaluate how the new 
functionality of vPro fits into their requirements and enhances their end-user 
experience. 
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Smart Watches May Fail, But They Don’t have to 

Everyone is talking about smart watches as being the next big thing, with rumors of 
everyone from Apple to Google to Samsung working on one. Yet for all the hype, I 
think the notion of a smart watch tied to a cell phone that is used simply as a 
remote screen and input device will be a failure. Yes, there will be some niche 
users that want to buy one so they don’t have to take their phones out of their 
pockets/purse when it gets a message. But for most users having yet another 
device, and potentially an expensive one at that, while still having to carry a smart 
phone around will be too much. Successful technology that is truly helpful and 
transparent in use is what most consumers want. But a smart watch as a remote 
screen coupled to a smart phone is not in that camp. The additional utility to make 
users spend their money is just not there. 
 
Smart watches could be hugely successful, IF we change our expectations. We 
need to change the conversation and address the whole notion of wearable 
devices in general. We should not be looking at duplication in functions worn on 
another part of your body. Rather, if I look at wearable devices as part of a 
personal sensor network and not just a remote window to my phone, that would 
have far greater value and one I’d be willing to pay for. The sensor network could 
monitor my health (either as I work out, or if I have a medical condition). It could tell 
me where I’m located (not just for driving directions). It could tell me how many 
calories I’ve burned today (and consumed). It could monitor my blood pressure or 
sugar levels or oxygen, or numerous other potentially high value health things. And 
importantly, it could truly empower me with pertinent information about myself on a 
continuous basis, much as the smartphone did for messaging. Yes, there are a few 
such devices today, but they tend to be stand-alone, one-off designs, and not 
integrated into my world very well, and they tend to be costly. 
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So, in my opinion, all of this talk about smart watches is missing the point. It’s a 
personal network of wearables, and perhaps more than one (or at least more than 
one sensor potentially embedded in clothing or other things we carry) that 
promises real benefits to each of us. The smartphone can remain the 
communications hub, with each wearable tech device connected (think Bluetooth 
but on steroids), recording and or transmitting data into the cloud (yes, security will 
need to be factored into all of this). And think of this as a configurable environment 
(not everyone will choose the same sensors or monitoring).  
 
If we change the discussion from communications to sensors, I think smart 
wearable devices have a huge future (especially at reasonable price points that 
large volumes could bring). Many won’t have to include a display or be very bulky 
(thus potentially lowering the cost to throw-away levels). Chip vendors will find a 
new outlet for their devices through embedded sensors tied to processors. And the 
ecosystem will find great ways to create apps for these devices that will not only 
create new companies, but real value to me personally – something I and many 
consumers would be willing to pay for longer term. 
 
Bottom line: Forget about smart watches as communications devices. And forget 
remote displays to my other devices. That’s not where the future is. Longer term 
smart watches will fail (they’ve been tried before – remember SPOT). But wearable 
tech could be a huge success. That’s where investments should go. And hopefully, 
as Apple, Samsung, et al, bring devices to market, and support real standards for 
interconnection, that’s where they will direct both the tech and the investment. Only 
time will tell, but I’d bet many upcoming smart watches won’t be around a year 
after they are released, while true wearables offering additional benefits will. 
 

OpenPower Consortium: Too Little, Too Late? 

Recently, IBM and several partners (e.g., Google, NVidia) announced an initiative 
to make the IBM created Power PC architecture open source. This would allow 
companies wanting to create chips based on this architecture to do so (much like 
the competing programs in SW with Open Source).  Although IBM’s RISC-based 
PowerPC architecture was used extensively in the past primarily in IBM servers 
and workstations, the overwhelming majority of computer products in the recent 
past have been powered by Intel’s x86 architecture, or at the lower end of the 
spectrum by ARM based designs. While there are some licensees of the PowerPC 
architecture, the volumes are quite low. This has left IBM as the primary, and 
diminishing volume user of these chips. 
 
From the IBM perspective, it needs to do something to remain relevant in the chip 
space, if for no other reason than to maintain its cutting edge R&D capability. Intel 
architecture has dominated the computer designs to date, and ARM has largely 
taken over the non-x86 processor space. PowerPC chips are essentially an IBM 
exclusive (not completely, but close). So by essentially going to a more open 
licensing model like ARM, IBM hopes to build some momentum, not necessarily in 
the mobile device space (which ARM virtually owns), but in the all-important cloud 
and embedded space, where the battle lines are now being drawn, and where 
ARM wants to expand its presence. This is why the others are on board. Google 
wants a low cost, low power option for its data centers on the one hand, but would 
also like to have its SW (Android, Chrome, etc.) powering some of the new markets 
for low cost and personal servers. BYOS (Bring Your Own Server), something we 
wrote about several months ago now, will be an important trend going forward. 

“This is an effort by IBM 

to remain a relevant 

semiconductor player in 

the quickly emerging 

cloud based server and 

microserver market� we 

are skeptical that this will 

amount to anything 

signifincant, or be able to 

challenge the major 

players in any big 

way....” 
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Further, microservers is a hot area (AMD bought Sea Micro to attack this market 
space). And Intel has identified this space as one it will aggressively go after as 
well and has targeted ARM in particular. For Nvidia’s part, it wants to be the 
graphics engine powering the PowerPC generation of machines.  
 
Bottom line. This is an effort by IBM to remain a relevant semiconductor player in 
the quickly emerging cloud based server and microserver market. Google wants to 
have options and not be tied down to ARM (which is why it is also working closely 
with Intel). And Nvidia wants its graphics cores/IP to be the go-to technology for 
this market. If OpenPower takes off, they all win. And if not, they really haven’t bet 
the farm on it so the down side is not terrible either. It will be interesting to see if 
there are any more major players getting involved with this long term. Right now, 
it’s a pretty short list. And we are skeptical that this will amount to anything 
signifincant, or be able to challenge the major players in any big way. 
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